
Transition Cambridge, Energy Subgroup: 
Minutes of meeting 30th June 2009

Present: Nicola, Roland,  Robert, Jono, Lucas*, Bernie*, John Lawton*, Andy

Brown, Spin, Nigel*

* New friends

Apologies: Francis

Actions from 9th June

Nicola     The company structure research is now on the website

Has made a contact with Green Hydrogen and also with the city council waste

collection department

Jono Has posted the list of links to companies that might help on the forum

Mark Has added his posting of additional wind links

Ralph Not known if he has met with  Douglas De Lacy

Jade Has given us contacts for a couple of schools that might be interested in a

wind turbine

Robert     Has sent some data about the efficiency of the archimedes screw and

references to an AUR engine.

Jesus Green Regeneration Scheme

Jade had reported that this had failed to get Milllenium Funding and was still looking

for other sources. John Lawton said that he had contacts with the city councillors and

could use these to follow up.

Andy suggested that even though the original micro-hydro feasibility study showed it

was uneconomic this might be different now since energy prices have risen. However,

it would still be relatively expensive compared to e.g. the Girton Wind project.

Robert felt that the consultants used were biased towards conventional turbines and

that the archimedes screw and AUR engines were more efficient and should be

considered. He has given us a graph showing that the archimedes screw engine is 10-

15% more efficient than a Double Reg. Kaplan, more at low flow. Also he has a link

to a report on a trial of an AUR engine in 1991.

Wind (schools)

Jade has given us contacts for 2 schools which might be interested in a small wind

turbine project. They are Chesterton community College  - but we do not think they

have space - and Swavesy Village College. Nigel said he has links there and will

enquire.

Action: Nigel to enquire if there is interest from Swavesey Village College in a small

wind turbine



Anaerobic Digestion

Nicola reported that she has made a contact with Ray Middleton of Green Hydrogen

and he say that the A.D plant there is run by Summerleaze who are planning a much

large installation to open late next year. It might be possible for us to collect waste to

feed into their setup. Summerleaze rent land from Donarbon for the research AD plant

which is already there.

Nicola has also made a contact with John o'Brien from the Council Trade Waste

department. He says that they have no figures for food waste from the city because it

is not separated from general trade waste (though they keep paper and glass separate).

His waste collection service competes directly with Donarbon except in the centre of

the city where the Donarbon trucks are too big for the streets. Nicola is concerned that

if we collect waste for AD separately we will also be competing with Donarbon. She

also suggested a  PFI scheme whereby we finance trucks for the city to collect the

waste. There are obstacles in that route too although John O'Brien did not outright

dismiss the idea and passed it on to another contact. The main problem would be that

it would be difficult for us to ensure that the food waste went to AD instead of

composting directly.

Anyway, it appears that we will need to talk to the restaurants directly to get any idea

of the amount of food waste that they generate.

Nicola also reported that there seems to be an AD plant already running at Milton

processing sewage sludge.

 

Histon Climate Action Group: Project Lighthouse

This project was reported by Andy as a source of advice and possibly funding on

community generation projects.

Action: Andy to sign up and see what they have to offer

Central Web Resource for Transition Towns in the UK?

Since last meeting it was discovered that there is no central repository for TT

experiences, for community generation and other projects.  Roland was keen to pursue

this and Jono suggested he contact Transition Totness about it

Education and CCF

There was some concern that we seemed to have an over-emphasis  in the group on

community generation projects and no activity on household efficiency or home

generation. There was some discussion as to what our role could be here, not wishing

to duplicate work already being done by CCF (Cambridge Carbon Footprint). Andy,

who is a CCF member, explained that CCF mainly pushes energy efficiency as part of

the Carbon Conversations initiative - where it occupies one evening out of 6 - and

they also have specialist advice evenings such as the House Doctor and a service

whereby householders can obtain advice specific to their house. However, many



people have difficulty implementing the advice given, because of a lack of trained

builders and so on, so it might be possible to initiate some scheme to help fill in this

gap. Bernie reported on a course offered by LILI whereby attendees built their own

solar panel - but regards this as a failure as many of the panels constructed did not

work because of poor soldering and other defects.  This was offered as an example for

us to learn from.

Team setup

Having heard about the projects on offer, it was agreed that we should split into small

teams to tackle the ones which we wanted to pursue. The teams would communicate

by email in case the information was commercially sensitive, otherwise email or

forum whichever was most convenient. The teams who volunteered were:

Wind - Girton wait for Ralph

Wind - small scale for schools wait for Nigel to contact Swavesey 

AD John Lawton, Nigel, Lucas, Nicola

Jesus Green John Lawton and Robert

Household Energy Saving Robert

Household level generation Lucas

Energy Descent Plan Andy has relevant expertise but no time

at the moment.

Action: Team members to pursue their projects and report to the next meeting

 Action: Nicola and Robert to investigate the possibility of  a restricted access

mailing  list for private but convenient online discussions.

Next Meeting

Tuesday 21 July 2009 at 20:00 in the Maypole. As before, there is a small chance we

may have to change the venue if the landlord of the Maypole gets a better offer for

use of the upstairs room.


